
Grangemouth incl Skinflats CC Meeting


21st May 2020


Virtual via Zoom


Attendees: A.Mullen, W.Inglis, K. McIntosh, A.Gillies, M.Richards (part)


Apologies: M.A.Milne, T.Brown.


For information: this meeting was held in virtual format via Zoom and hosted by W.Inglis Vice 
Convener. The principal purpose of the meeting was to trial the virtual technology and to verify 
that community councillors were comfortable with this method of conducting our business. On 
that basis invitations to join the meeting were confined to community councillors. 


The meeting date and agenda were published via our social media page seven days in advance. 
Notice of the meeting also included an invitation to members of the public to submit questions/
concerns in relation to community issues via our website email address (none were received).


Police Scotland Report: had been submitted via email and circulated in advance of the meeting 
(noted). No follow-up questions raised.


Community Safety Team Report: none submitted 


SEPA Report: had been submitted via email and circulated in advance of the meeting. (noted). 


W.Inglis highlighted the reference to odour complaints raised by residents living in proximity to 
Cala Chem. We have noted in the past that issues from this location always seem to be 
addressed retrospectively and with little improvement given the difficulty expressed by SEPA that 
it is difficult to substantiate the source. W.Inglis noted from other aspects of the submitted report 
that other operators are providing advance notice to SEPA of works that may have the potential to 
affect the surrounding environment. These prior warnings are posted on the Grangemouth Hub 
section of the SEPA website and also offer the opportunity for SEPA to monitor the activity in 
progress. On that basis he suggested that we write to SEPA to suggest that they engage with 
Cala Chem to seek similar prior notice arrangements.  (W.Inglis will write to SEPA).


Presentation Slot: none scheduled


Minutes of previous Meeting: None available due to communication issue between minute taker 
and CC during Covid-19 lockdown.


Matters arising from Previous Minutes: none


Correspondence: All correspondence and updates have been circulated via email


Planning Report: no significant proposals have been noted on weekly list supplied by FC.


A.Gillies advised that he had been in touch with FC reference proposals for upgrade and traffic 
management proposals at Cadgers Roundabout to suggest that wild flower planting might go 
someway to softening the environmental impacts whilst reducing the need for maintenance grass 
cutting. It should be noted that no planning application for this work is required as the changes 
will be contained within the overall geography of the existing roads layout. Enquiries will be made 
to seek assurances that air quality limits will not be exceeded as a result of emissions from 
standing traffic in particular under the motorway flyovers.


W.Inglis advised colleagues that he had received assurances from the Convener of FC planning 
committee that their meetings would be fully transparent using web based facilities that would 
allow post meeting viewing by members of the public.


Local Community Planning: nothing to report these activities are on hold during lockdown




Treasurers Report: Current balance £3,299.99 with no significant transactions pending. 


K.McIntosh advised that as per FC request bank details have been passed to them to facilitate 
transfer of CC annual funding payment.


Matters Raised by Members of the Public: none


AOCB: K.McIntosh raised concerns related to recently received request from licensing in relation 
to request to hold the annual “Round the Houses Race”. The concerns being expressed were 
around the uncertainty that might still exist in relation to Covid-19 in particular a potential influx of 
competitors from around the country and associated risk to the local community. Our concerns 
will be passed to FC licensing not as an objection but as observations to be considered when 
making the decision to issue or refuse a licence for this event. (action M.Richards)


A.Mullen will send a condolence letter to Bo’ness CC to acknowledge the recent death of Bill 
Bruce a past convener and long time servant of BCC.


Next Meeting 19th June 2020 format to be advised.



